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Editor’s Note
Dear Readers,
We are honored to showcase the fiction, poetry, art, and photography that are featured in this issue. It feels crazy to think that we started in 2017 with the dream
of sharing young writers’, artists’, and photographers’ dreams and visions. We
are proud to say that we are stronger than ever in 2020. We hope all the writers,
artists, and photographers that are out there right now dreaming of being published one day continue to work on their craft and find their voice in the world.
We are thrilled to present the Winter 2020 Issue with you all. The submission selection process was incredibly difficult, as each piece carried a powerful array of
emotions, so we want to take the time to thank each and every person who
trusted us with their work. We all have been working hard to bring you amazing
and unique pieces, and hope you find at least one piece that moves you. Each
piece in this issue interweaves passion, truth, and strength. For all the authors,
photographers, and artists who submitted their work, thank you. And as always,
keep those submissions coming.
Lastly, thank you to our dedicated readers. It’s your desire for great literature
that pushes us to be the best. Thank you for being a part of our community.
Write On,
RBR Editors
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History of Asian American Terms
Alfred Yu

I.

Chink
Chink
Chink
Chink
The sound of a coin magnified to
Solid steel against hammer,
Railroads stitched and sewed together over
Carcasses of human bodies
Treated like carrions.

II

Zipperhead
Blood erupts, then oozes out
Bubbling in a mighty froth before
It streaks down the face
Leaving its own trail of permanence
Heads split, pink mushed with red
Legs splayed as the body unzips itself

III. Random
The men at the bar say that Ching Ching looks like
Ling Ling, both only good for
Construction or whatever else.
They say Ching Ching’s soliloquy
Delivered against the backdrop of commiserations
Is identical in harmony and beat to Ling Ling’s. Flip a coin
See which one you get.
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IV. Chink
The workers downtown dare each other to
Flick the coin into his coin-slot eyes
He who is adorned with the coronal of bones
Crucified upon creosoted wood.
The autumn sunset bleeds with him.
V.

UFO
“I spotted a UFO the other night!” he smirks,
Poking at his jeering friends.
“If you had seen his hideous face
You would have laughed too,
His body on the night sky
Ardor bleeding out when he sees that
This isn’t the America he was promised.”
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Springtime Blooming
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a letter to her
Katherine Jimenez

I never knew how much it meant to you till now. I can still sense the torture that gleamed
in the color of your brown eyes as you watched your reflection distort in the glass of the mirror.
It was a stain you swore to clean off no matter what it took. No matter the pain it may cost.
I saw the way you grabbed your body like it was meat in need of slicing. The red marks
you left against your flesh because you hated the feeling of it against your bones. And you cried.
And it was awful. Sometimes I asked myself why you felt that way. You were and are beautiful;
so why is it that you felt the need to tear at your skin as if it were some prison driving you mad?
Your tears cried out at night, the only moment of the day you felt free of all that judgement. But
it wasn’t the criticism of others that bothered you but rather the critiques you set against yourself.
You knew what you were doing. You still do. So why? Why keep feeding that pain?
There was once a time when you didn’t care. You smiled and it was… everything. You
felt bright, vivid in all the possible colors there could ever be in this world. That was the side of
you I loved the most because you didn’t care. I suppose it is selfish of me to wish for what once
was. Even now, after all these years, I still hope you can be that person again. Having lost you to
that torment is still difficult because it wasn’t just about your self-loathing, it was about losing
who you were.
The mind, a wondrous place of eternal imagination and creativity, is by far one of the
most frightening of places to be alone. We tend to build these walls, too big to keep, just to have
them crash down on us when the moments become too much to bare. It’s hard to fix what’s
broken. Trust me, I’ve tried maybe a few too many times. No one expects you to just destroy that
fear as if it it were nothing. But people tell you it ‘doesn’t matter’ and you ‘shouldn’t care’ but
you do, I know. You don’t expect people to understand how you feel because when you see them
you see everything you’ve ever wanted to be. You see her and tell yourself that pretty face and
pretty body is the reason she’s loved when she is so much more than that. You create these
excuses to not love yourself and you are the one who chooses to believe them.
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Emotions become burdens that kill us from the inside and turn into the monsters that eat us alive
till there is only the nothingness of melancholy.
I turn your hunger into words because that is the easiest way for me to think about you
without forgetting. I slowly try to understand, to digest everything you feel but the reasons for
me to stay eventually fade. You push me away to the point where I can no longer hold my breath
for you. Your suffering is suffocating. I gasp, I choke, I struggle for the air to reach my lungs
because all you ever do is swallow yourself up in these miserable lies I can no longer take. My
body sinks into your sore, caving me with the sickness of your misery and I slowly start to
understand. But it is always too much to bare. I blame myself for that because I’m weaker than
you would have hoped.
We live such short lives; it’s pitiful really, how easy it is to die, yet, despite all the odds
and bumps, we keep going. I look at you and see that small victory, that triumph. You don’t see
things the way I do because I’m careless. I walk upon these rotten roads, creating routes to
places you have already seen. My bridges are broken where yours are mended, holding on and
not willing to let go. I hurt people like I hurt you; a cause of my dysphoria. The sickness that is
my pain. I point out your flaws because you didn’t choose me, I did. I chose to be this person
you didn’t want. Does that make it my fault? Is it me who should be knotting themselves up in
these tangles of the past? To give you my faults is worthless of your time. Truly, it is. The irritation that strained you so much was me and there’s a part of that I hope is true so that I may have
a reason to forget and let you go.
I one day hope to see you again when the flowers go in bloom and the spring forms upon
the trees and hills of our old land. The place we used to got to as kids when the nights were
storms and the days were winds of chaos. A place where your thoughts are no longer a disease
but a meadow of new memories to be made. To hope is but a dream I yearn to keep for the sake
of seeing you again. I know it is my fault, and although a selfish part of me still blames you, I
still hope. It has been years since we’ve met and I’m sure the pain of the glass has healed to a
point where you are able to look at yourself without shame and without conviction.
I’m trying my best to get you back. The voices aren’t as loud as before and sometimes I can
even hear yours in the mix of all that ruckus. I see black towers in my dreams, blocking me from
the light which would bring me out of my low-spirits when that feeling of nothing came to settle
in after a good cry.
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I don’t expect you to respond anytime soon to this but if there is anything I do ask of you is
to at least give me a sign you’re still hear in my thoughts. I don’t want to feel this lonely anymore; having you was better than having nothing at all because you were my everything, the
only person who understood what it was like to be me.
I am sorry. That is all I can really say. I know apologies to you mean little but that’s the
only truth I can give you at the moment, I’m sorry. My anger would always be the one thing that
pushed you away from me, and, little by little, you became one of those fading memories. I grasp
to hold you in my arms once more. To feel the warmth of your body radiating through my fingertips. So I’m sorry I never did enough to keep that. I am sorry.
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Flock Flowers
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Gone but not forgotten
Bella Rinne
I’ve been working towards a hopeless cause
A stretch for love, of hope. Of remembering.
Your twisted mind searches deep for a forgotten memory, one
that’s crumbled under its tender weight.
I miss you more than you know. I wish you could say the same.
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dripping down from another
world
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Dear Margaret
Hannah Dineen

Margaret didn’t mind Bristol much. It wasn’t London, but it was quiet, and she enjoyed the
quiet. Quiet was a good place to grow old for those who had already done too much living. She
kept the type of busy that please relatives she barely ever heard from. This consisted mostly of
ceramics on Mondays and Wednesdays, and English to foreign language speakers on Fridays.
Once a month Margaret even found the will to volunteer to speak at the anthropology classes at
Trinity College, but only to the extent of a few rather basic topics that bored many of those in the
room, herself included. She had thrown away all of her good books because they had been
lumped with his things, and she wanted to pack up as quick as she could after it all. Everywhere
he could have hidden trinkets he did, like he was setting her some sort of morbid scavenger hunt.
She believed the scientific term was hoarder. In the midst of his possession chaos she chose one
box to be careful with. A small thing from the study from which she recovered a wristwatch, a
pair of glasses, a photo of herself and half of John, and a precious Darwin letter, which she decided to return it to the museum’s private collection.
Margaret booked a train ticket to London for the twelfth of June, not excessively warm, but
cool enough she would not have to bother looking for a place with AC. She carried two books in
her briefcase, and debated drawing out either of them to pass time. The first, Japanese Art and its
Influence On Western Ceramics, would intrigue her for approximately twenty minutes, before
she would roll her eyes and firmly note “influence” was a rather generous substitute for “ripoff.”
The second was her copy of A Biography on Mary Anning. That one would have made her cry
again. By no means was Margaret an emotional woman who cried at the sight of old books, but
that copy retained too much evidence of him. She would have seen the pages and traced where
his messy cursive met her neat printing, and she would have thought about him and gotten rather
angry because her husband was a very stupid man, who did stupid things like leave little notes in
the books he knew she would grow to adore. Instead she withdrew her laptop and a few packets
of sugar (she found on trains only stevia was served and she would not ruin another perfect cup
of tea with such atrocities).
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She opened the laptop, and duly noting that tea retrieved from Temple Meads Station was weak,
and wondered if she was consuming hardly any well needed caffeine at all.
Like any decent woman on a Saturday morning, she tended to her work inbox, deleting
multiple staff meeting notices, frivolously worded emails from the University paper she hadn’t
remembered subscribing to, bereavement leave notices from her boss, and of course the necessary apologies from colleagues-most of whom she’d never spoken to before, she assumed that
they, at some point, had come across the slowly unraveling thread that was John Crump, or
someone in their gossip mob they called an office alerted them it was time for the “necessary”
sympathy emails. Margaret moved on to her personal email, starting at the Waterstones discounts and the museum exhibition notices, until her eyes landed on a folder. A lone bluish thing
Margaret had created in a fit of sentimentality (which family emails inevitably evoke). Jean had
tried to reach out often, first every month, then every few, finally only about once a year minus
the mandatory Christmas cards and birthday notices. The last email Jean had sent was seventeen years ago, dizzy in a spell of understandable rage. To let Jean cool off, Margaret had meant
to wait about three months before emailing back. After the first response Margaret sent, Jean
did not respond back, which only prompted Margaret to stop replying so often as well. This had
worked the two women in a stand still where neither wanted to make the first move, and no justification for why they should not. So, because of their remarkable stubbornness, both let entire
lives reside in little colored folders in their inboxes.
December 16th, 1996
Dear Margaret,
I’m sick of this house being a battleground that you can just retreat from when you don’t
want to fight for even a freaking night. The rest of suffer through the same goddamn crap! Of
course Dad got angry Margaret, were you expecting anything fucking livelier? You know how
he preaches when he’s drunk, but when has he ever meant it? You can’t just storm out and mope
like you’re a child! Part of this is your fault too, you were stupid for trying to argue with him at
dinner. I know London will be good for you for a year. You can focus on whatever research your
doing, and Dad will come around to John eventually, with or without the help of the whiskey.
Oh, and you have to fill me in about your class at King’s, however stupid bio anthropology is,
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I would never think mousy Margaret could stand up in front of a bunch of “sophisticated
young adults” and stammer on for hours. How absolutely boring. I will see you for Christmas
next year, but if the most bizarre circumstances occur and heaven forbid a miraculous tornado
prevents you from coming back home (which it better not) you should visit me in Boston.
Love,
Jean
Jean had sent the first one after Margaret had brought John back with her for Christmas.
She had to scrape together whatever she could to book a late plane ticket to Boston, and on the
drive to her tin box childhood home in Providence, she remembered prepping John. She had
begged him to be the perfect balance between talkative and cordial, slightly less intellectual,
and he had laughed at her like she was joking. Her father had looked displeased the moment he
met John, her mother doing better at acting somewhat welcoming. It wasn’t even late in the
evening by the time her father had tossed back one too many something strongs in a ten dollar
glass, and had sized up John like he was a stray puppy, before making some signature snide
comment. Margaret had not been home in fifteen months, which is why she had neglected
every childhood lesson of taking whatever words her father dished out, a skill that got her all
the way to university with minimal damage, and she had fought back. She was stupid, so stupid, very much in love, and brash, and the combination of such led to a screaming match in the
kitchen between the perfect daughter and the dotting father. Margaret remembered grabbing
John’s wrist so tightly she left bruises, and pulling him out the front door without so much as
bothering to grab coats or umbrellas. However, she hadn’t missed her father screaming,
through brandy strained vocal cords, that he hoped she never came back.
Margaret and John had taken a plane back that same night, and she had cried in the tiny
bathroom cubby for thirty two minutes until someone knocked violently at the door, and she
had opened it to reveal a man in an un-ironed button up, who in his defense, looked awfully
shocked by the state of her. When she had finally made it back to John’s apartment, she
grabbed a pen from the kitchen counter, as she felt like she needed an object, and she proposed
to him right then and there. In the midst of airplane strained clothing, puffy eyes, and an audience of his many research papers, he took the pen and nodded, before recluding back into his
study.
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She had cried a bit more that evening, this time in the presence of alcohol, so the tears were
messier and the pain was pulled to the surface of her skin, which made no difference except
that it was slightly more visible.
March 3rd, 1997,
Dear Margaret,
Jesus Christ! One of your colleagues answered the phone when I called the office, and
you could imagine my surprise when she told me that “Ms. Cordeiro” did not work at King's
College, before laughing at me and redirecting me to a “Mrs. Crump’s Office.” Margaret I cannot believe you got married without telling me. At least call me back. Did you wear a lace
dress? Like the one Vo wore on her wedding day? Or was it beaded like Mom’s? I swear I
won’t tell anyone, minus Carol, but you know her. Carol has no friends outside of the office except her cat, she won’t tell anyone. Margaret you know you’re going to have to tell everyone
soon. Please send me the time so I can watch Dad explode. I suppose the very least you could
do is send me pictures, as I am your loving sister after all and I deserve to know what your
wedding day looked like if I couldn’t damn be there myself. When you come and visit me you
have to tell me everything in your pristine anthropologist detail.
Love,
Jean.
Margaret hadn’t had the heart to tell Jean the truth. That she did not wear white, or lace,
or beads, and that she didn’t think she would visit Boston, or even come back at all. The truth
was that the morning after the flight Margaret and John had gone to town hall, both still
dressed in airplane clothes seated in the confines of the waiting room. Margaret had cried
again, this one slowly, but she could still taste the night before in her tears. This of course, startled an older woman next to her, because crying people tend to do so, and the older woman had
mistaken Margaret’s misery for nerves. The woman had soothed her perceived version of Margaret’s worries by telling her that getting married wasn’t anything to worry about, and that Margaret should listen to her because this was her fourth time. Then the woman had offered her a
slice of Tesco cake, which she served like it was a fine wedding cake, and indeed, Margaret recalled it had been very good.
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Margaret and John filled out the paperwork and then sat for awhile in silence, realizing they
were now married, and that married people should do things like move outside of the waiting
rooms of town halls, so they went to a restaurant. The restaurant (a generous term, it was a simple pizza place), was a source of great torture for John, who instead eating pizza without a
form and knife was uncivilized, which drew strange glares from the other’s at the long table.
Neither of them had even worn a ring. Rings bothered John too much when he wrote, and Margaret knew she would have to take them off every time she threw in the studio, which, due to a
variety of reasons, had become increasingly common habit.
October 21st, 1997,
Dear Margaret,
I met someone. He is smart and kind, and he likes some of the same movies I do, so we
don’t fight over that on Fridays, and he even doesn’t mind it if I talk too much because, well,
you know how I can be. We’ve been on a few dates already and I just feel like I’ve never met
anyone like him before, you know? Course, who am I kidding? I sound like some high school
student blabbing about about some boy they met at a stupid dance. Ignore all my blabber, I’m
not as good with words as you are. Seriously though, Chris is really wonderful. I would love to
introduce you to him sometime, I think you would really like him.
Love,
Jean.
Margaret remembered seeing the name of a boy she had never heard before, and brushing
it off because Jean had boyfriends for a few months most, before releasing them back into the
wild, slightly more heartbroken then when they had been taken out of it. It was around the time
that Margaret got fitted for glasses at the shop down the street. Slender frames with golden
rims that fit the family nose bridge perfectly. She had asked John to go with her, but he had
told her he was too tired, and she had left him curled up in bed even though it was already the
afternoon. John slept very often. Most times she knew it was because he stayed up very late
writing or reading some grand book from the museum, but other times she suspected it was
simply to avoid going outside. He was not one for living as living entailed people, and people
any academic would find some level of intolerable.
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She bought him a pair of glasses anyways because she knew his old ones were cracked and
never would happen before he got around to buying himself new ones.
February 17st, 1998,
Dear Margaret,
I miss you. Please come see me, or at least call me. If you ignore this part of the letter,
like you always do, I will keep requesting. Don’t forget that I am just as stubborn as you are.
Margaret, I’ve gotten a job offer in Sacramento and I’m going to take it. It’s at a firm where I
won’t work many weekends or all nighters anymore, and I found a nice place out there near
where Chris’ sisters live, and they say it’s beautiful except for in August, where you melt if you
are not stone. If I can survive entire summers in Dad’s tin fishing boat without sunscreen, I can
take a little bit of California heat. Chris would be out there with me too. Mom is proud of me,
and she misses you almost as much as I do. Please call, you’re so formal over email I’m starting to doubt if you’ve got any fun left in you at all.
Love,
Jean.
Margaret had gotten the email later as she had been over at the museum with John. She
had been assigned a biography on Mary Anning and needed photos of the Ichthyosaurus and
the Plesiosaurus, and John insisted that she take the train to his office because it would be
much better if she took the photos in person. When she arrived, she had been mildly shaken by
the amount of papers flying around his office, courtesy perhaps of the ceiling fan or his uncontrollable instincts. That was John: an organized mess with a book for her on Mary Anning, in
which he had gone through and left markings to things she might find relevant, and little drawings of fossils that Anning had dug up with numbers of where she might find them in the museum. That was John’s way of being in love, little things that he would shrug off as no more
than research assistance. Margaret had been offered a job at the museum as an expert biological anthropologist. She of course, was unsure how much of the offer was John’s doing, but it
was indeed a decent increase in salary. She accepted, and found that the hours were more tedious, often resulting in her huddling in the library until closing time, or until John had brought
her an overpriced cup of soup from the cafeteria, mostly tomato, often with a baguette that
they often split, and she believed very much that the two of them were close to happy.
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April 9th, 1998,
Dear Margaret,
I won’t dance around it: Chris and I got married! Back home in Providence, at the church
near Brown with the pastor who always wears those stupid red sneakers instead of Oxfords (like
Mom thinks he should). Dad walked me down the aisle and Mom cried because, well, when has
Mom not cried in church. I think her and all her friends’ “Power of Christ” bullshit is really just a
mid life crisis slapping them in the face, and church just so happens to be the place where no one
can numb it with whatever crap they usually numb with (alcohol, cigarettes, soap operas, ice
cream, the usual). I’m not sure how to feel about it yet, the marriage not Jesus. Of course, I’m excited and all, and thank god the wedding is over, but it’s all kind of odd. You know in wedding planning where they tell you that weddings are these fairytale moments? Then no one bothers to tell you
afterwards that it feels just a bit anticlimactic, just the tiniest bit like “What the hell did I buy an expensive white dress that I’m never going to wear again?” like. Maybe we just should have gone to
town hall or some shit like that. I don’t know Margaret, I wish you could have been there. Life is
moving pretty fast.
Love,
Jean.
Margaret had considered going back more then once. She had never though, considered it
more then she did after Jean told her about her wedding. She wanted very much to do the thing that
little girls want to do when they make a scrapbook of their perfect life one Saturday afternoon after
they have finished homework. She wanted to see pictures, and tease her sister all the way into such
hazy sophisticated hour of lateness like they were merely children bearing wrinkles. She had gone
home that night, and over salmon and asparagus, told John that she was thinking about visiting
Jean. He had reminded her too much of her father, tossing back as much alcohol as he could hold,
and then going to the kitchen to open another bottle. She chose to ignore it. Asking John about
things beyond books proved to be an impossible task now. The first time she had done so she had
expected yelling, but he simply sunk back to his study and didn’t reappear until morning. He sometimes terrified her. When she told him about Jean he had peeled his glasses from the already deepened creases of his forehead and looked at her with bloodshot eyes before laughing lightly and massaging his temples.
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He told her she was silly, a delusional girl fooled by tons of wedding gowns and frivolous crap that
would lure her into thinking her goddamn family would ever be good. That Jean was just as dangerous as her father. Margaret had lost control of her hand, gasping after she realized it had made harsh
contact with the stubble on John’s left cheek. He laughed, cradling the side of his face gently before
knocking over the orchid vase on the table, spilling glass beads all over her papers. He narrowed
his eyes before rising and pushing his seat in, and storming into his study, walking out only a few
moments later with a briefcase, an umbrella, and a trench coat. She had watched him walk down
the street from the terrace, taking long paths of an expensive cigar she had stolen from his cabinet.
She didn’t see John for another year and a half. She wondered from time to time, nowadays at least,
what would have happened if she had chased him down the cobbled streets instead of letting the
smoke catch him in the wind.
August 31st, 1999,
Dear Margaret,
I have never seen anything more beautiful in my life Margaret, honest to god. But holy hell,
childbirth hurts so goddamn much. Margaret I can’t lie to you, I married the biggest wimp you have
ever seen. Chris passed out at the first sign of blood, and the son of a bitch had to be carried off in
a stretcher and “recover” while in the meantime I’m quite obviously in a massive amount of pain
trying to have a fucking child! That’ll be a story to tell the grandkids one day. We named him
Jeffery.
Love,
Jean.
Margaret had read the letter alone on her side of the bed. She found sleeping impossible, but
she dressed in a nightgown and balanced a cup of tea on the nightstand, pretending that she was going to sleep soon even though she had no clue who she was pretending for anymore. She sometimes
saw John from the window of his office in the museum, pacing back in forth and banging his arm
on his desk or bookshelf. Margaret drew long sips of the hot liquid every few pages into her book.
She had been having nightmares, but it felt like too much of a childish thing to say to a doctor, that
you suffer from, oh the horror, a few bad dreams. They had started two months ago, and she knew
very well why. She had been to the hospital early in January, two days before John’s birthday.
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Her stomach had bothered her for about a week, and she had only been able to eat small things like
a few bites of porridge, but not much else. Her back ached, not even soothed by a hot water bottle,
and she had suffered a particularly painful period which had caused her to call in sick, something
she never thought she’d do in her entire life. She assumed it was an ovarian cyst, her mother had
one at some point and recalled symptoms in a vividly similar manner. “It’s probably nothing” the
nurse had told her. “Just for your peace of mind, we’ll get an ultrasound.” After drinking copious
amounts of water to the point she felt she would burst, Margaret was wheeled into the ultrasound
room. After about ten minutes the doctors exchanged stern glances with the nurses and called for an
hGC, a certain test that Margaret assumed would somehow confirm her problem was either a cyst
or paranoia and stress. Margaret had stayed the rest of the night, and in the morning they took her
blood again and one of the nurses brought her a cup of lukewarm lemon water. The doctor returned
at 9:32, she remembered because they had given her a little desk clock so she could tell her boss
she would be running late. He had sat down on a chair in the corner of the room, and swallowed before looking at his clipboard. He seemed so official when he told her she was anywhere from 6-8
weeks pregnant. Then he inhaled for an awfully long time and asked her if she wanted to call her
husband. When she said he wouldn’t pick up, he pursed his lips, and softly like he was telling his
daughter that he would be going away for a very long time and might not ever come home, and in
the softest tone his coarse voice could muster, he told her she wasn’t pregnant anymore. “Oh” she
remembered saying, before dropping the teacup and watching it clatter on the white washed floors.
June 27th, 2000
Dear Margaret,
I don’t care if you didn’t want to say goodbye to Dad. I get it, you hated him because he picked
you apart. He picked all of us apart, but you could play the harped on daughter card. That I can let
you get away with. Margaret what the bloody hell did Mom ever do to you? You missed her funeral!
It wasn’t like I was asking you to move back to Providence, or even stay more than a week. For
heaven’s sakes I wouldn’t have cared if you only wanted to show up to the service that take a flight
back that afternoon. Do you know that people asked about you at the funeral? What do you think I
had to tell them? That telling them you just didn’t want to come wouldn’t hurt them? How could you
be so stupid? Margaret we just needed you there, and I refuse to believe that you are so thick
headed that you couldn’t see that. You’ve made it awfully difficult to have a choice though.
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God Margaret, I hope you write me and tell me I’m wrong. That you were so sick you didn’t get my
phone calls or your plane had crashed and you just couldn’t make it, or some fucking story that
makes it hurt less. I can’t stomach the truth sometimes, I don’t know how you can. I needed you so
much and you just weren’t there. I don’t know what else there is to say at this point. I don’t think
there is much else. Don’t bother calling Margaret, I don’t want to hear it this time.
Love,
Jean.
Jean’s words were a catalyst to seventeen years of silence between the sisters. Margaret had
come back to the last email only once. The night where she was drowning so much she needed
something to make her feel anything again. She had been at the studio teaching, so it must have
been Wednesday, and she didn’t get to the phone the first time because she was still washing the
caked porcelain from her fingertips, but she approached the ringing beast the second. No one ever
called the studio twice in a row. The call was something she remembered in bullet points. She was
the only relative...they needed her to identify the body...he had been found in his office by the museum staff...people had heard the gunshot...he must have been sick... no note...and there was blood
on the books. Margaret had put the phone down with shaking fingers and dropped the porcelain
birds she cradled to her chest. She fished for a scarf she kept in her drawer and locked the door on
dulled shards lying in the winter light. The body was his. The same dark circles and glasses, newly
accompanied by faint lines on his wrists to his elbow. She had drafted the obituary fifteen times, the
last one, she smashed the screen of his computer and sobbed quietly into the couch kitchen, not
even bothered by the stains her bloodied knuckles left on the white carpet.
There was thirty minutes left until London. Margaret glanced out the window and noticed the
abundance of tree limbs had wavered to city lines, and cotton ball skis. London was a haunted type
of beautiful in June. The way that one that makes one feel like they are missing something even if
they are so close to whole. She stowed away her laptop and fished out her phone, leaning her head
up against the back of her seat and feeling it push back for a second. She scrolled through a list of
numbers until she found the one with a star next to it. Margaret inhaled deeply, counting the
streetlights she passed, deciding on the tenth she would press the button. When the tenth arrived,
there was a great deal of static before a voice picked up on the other end.
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“Hello?”
That voice. That voice was slightly more mature, aged in the way that voices age, but so unmistakably still hers.
“Jean...I- Did you watch the Kentucky Derby by any chance. I was watching it at home and I
remembered you used to pretend you were going to become a jockey before you grew too tall, and
realized well, you couldn't ride horses very well, or Dad couldn’t afford it, and the stables were always too far away or I was rather scared of the horses. It all seems so silly now. Do you remember
that?”
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Amanecer
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Veins
Katherine Jimenez
The mind fears the color red.
It is in our eyes, in our souls, in our veins.
The velvet river streaming from our head to our toes.
The foundation of our very bodies.
The mind favors the color red,
for it is the liquid gold which has dripped upon tapestries of eternal youth.
An ink written in our blood.
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Open to the Rise
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The Bleak Tree
Ishan Karanwal
Fluttering high, it flew through the open sky,
Turning back, aware it was, that its flock was gone,
Yearning for its brothers, it searched the vast open space,
Skimmed over the haunting blue oceans,
Glided into dangerous, jagged valleys,
Struggled throughout the dry deserts,
Finally, it rested, atop a lone tree, withering in the torturous sun,
Till, the peace was broken, by a group native to that land,
They pecked, they screeched,
They wouldn’t stop pestering it with their long, sharp beaks,
Chirp they did, in their own awkward-seeming tongues,
It wondered, what had it done to deserve such torment?
Was it because it had entered a mother’s territory?
Couldn’t be, for their were many nests littering the branches,
Was it its weary state, tired from long travel?
Couldn’t be, for many of the natives seemed ever-exhausted,
No, it was none of those things,
Ere its dying breaths the truth was clear,
They were all the same,
Their beaks of the same demeanor,
Their wings of the same magnificence,
Their home, bleak and devoid of beauty,
It was as a child’s drawing,
Structured on misleading illusions,
Built with a preconceived standard of perfection,
A stereotypical yellow sun,
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Clichéd green grass,
And the dying creature served the purpose of gray sky, or flat clouds,
Yet those are the things that give mature paintings their allure, their elegance,
And their it was; different,
And for that its life was taken, lost forever,
Its uniqueness, faded from the world.
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he loves me, he loves me not
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an olive branch
Bella Rinne
Hope was lost when we became the lovechild of wildflowers and the devil.
But its quiet presence,
fluttering and perched in promise
lied in each of our last shuddered breaths.
It wanted to be found.
Nothing was enough to excite that single dove,
but perhaps we will one day experience the exhale of endless joy and love
woven through us
like each brilliant thread in the tapestry of life wrapped around me.
Perhaps light dripping through blooming branches
or the sweet whispers from the ones I love
is enough to release that dove,
wings trembling but spread nonetheless.
We live in a filthy world of perhaps
but never one of longing.
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What’s by the sea?
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Agape
Katherine Jimenez
So much can happen in a year, so sometimes when the moon smiled from the sky
And the stars danced to her tears
She prayed to some god
To have you near
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Morning in Green and Gold
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Almost like Clockwork
Hannah Dineen

The light from the chandelier danced around made her sallow face appear tired, so much so
that not even the faintest hint of rogue could be of any assistance. The light tortured everything
in the lobby of the Wentworth: the velvet curtains, the muddy leather couches, the ceilings that
rivaled the patterns of faberge eggs, and all the way to the drooping petals of white orchids on
the reception desk. The fake Turkish carpets attempted to add a homey aspect to the hotel, but,
like many of the guests, succeeded only in mimicking the desperate cling to wealth any entity of
New York City would.
“Would you like me to take the bags, Ma’am?”
The bellhop previously pinned behind the desk had watched her cautiously, like a young
child watches a lion at the Zoo, before approaching the woman situated watching the snowfall
from the window.
“Pardon me, Ma’am.”
She was thin, in a willowy way you would see on the cover of a magazine almost drowned
her aqua button down. “Ma’am, the bags?”
Her green eyes met his brown ones as if it was the first time she noticed she was not alone
in the room. That it was perfectly normal for women to perch on lobby couches and stare out of
windows at eleven thirty on Christmas Eve.
“Sorry darling, what did ya say?” There was a drawl to her voice. He couldn’t pinpoint it
but he knew it meant she was not from New York. That made two of them.
“I was wondering Ma’am, if you would like me to take the bags to the car.”
“Nah, that’s alright, they’re mighty fine where they are. My husband said he would be back
in a jiffy, he’ll take em then.”
“You sure Ma’am, it would not be any trouble at all?”
She squinted, butterfly wing lashes locking, before craning her neck so faced him straight on.
“Can’t anyone trust a woman to make her own decisions these days?” she said, feigning
frustration in concealment of something else.
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“My apologies, Ma’am. Of course.”
He stared down at his rented pair of Oxfords, worrying for a minute whether they would be in
good enough condition to return.
“Ya know, they should really put a clock round’ here” she signed. She had caught him off
guard, he racked his mind of phrases he memorized and settled on perhaps the safest one.
“If you are in need of clocks Ma’am, housekeeping offers many options. I can call them now
for you Ma’am.” She laughed, the type of laugh that shakes crystal champagne glasses.
“Clocks and all I doubt folks these days would be any less on time.” She proclaimed. He hesitated for a moment, unsure whether to nod his head silently in agreement or question her seemingly
mindless tangent. He realized his job only permitted the first.
“Cat got ya tongue? Of course you don’t, youngins like you nevah do understand. So much
hope. It's almost sickenin.” She brushed fingers across her eyes, smearing the makeup just slightly.
“What time is it anyhow”
He checked his watch, a small thing his father gave him that he kept in his pocket close to his
ribcage, close enough that sometimes he feels the bones want to dance with the ticking.
“11:43, Ma’am,” he said. The exhale concealed her word choice.
“Goddammit he sayd he’d be back be-fo-wah ten.”
He glanced at the carpet as if he had overheard something he should not. He was told by the
manager that customers would sometimes be, what was the phrase, “overly emotional” he found
this normally applied with a great deal of alcohol but she seemed to be drawing from a different poison. “Hm. I always did lac the lights in New York on Christmas. Reminds me of the lighnin’ bugs
back home. Ya know we used to catch em in a jar. Me and my brothers stored em up in the house
until Papa got home and threw em out or they died. Imagine that. We used to cry over littl’ lighnin’
bugs that didn’t blink no mo,” she said.
She drew fingers in tiny circles on the window pane, her tone striped of it’s glossy coat, reeking with sore nostalgia provoked by whatever she saw deep in the city streets.
“That sounds nice Ma’am, very nice.”
“Is it?”
He did not expect the interjection.
“You New Yorkers all pretend like Christmas ain’t ever happenin’ like it’s gotta pass by with a
glass of whatever too much, and then ya forgit it the next mornin. Like it don’t matter.”
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She paused, debating whether or not to withhold something, but she continued, harsher he noted.
Her mask had returned.
“My husbands from here. Really city man, likes briefcases and gin on Sundays. Sometimes
even Wednesday in the mornins with the rest of the boys from the office. He’s a lawyer, a damned
good one. Not an honest one though. Never was one for honesty.”
She was lost, searching for her next words to fill the silence.
“He should be back soon. He promised he’d be back soon. He’ll be back any minute now and
I’m sure of it.”
She sighed, the air had become too heavy for her chest to bare. “ Where are you from?”
The general gloom in the lobby compelled him to respond
“My father is from Amadora, in Portugal. They came here when I was only a few months. A
fisherman. My mother sold bread in the bakery.”
“A bakery, that sounds lovely.”
“My mother taught me how to bake when I was six. ‘No use in having a child that couldn’t do
anything but cry!’ she would say.”
“Got any fa-mily left?”
The question seemed out of order, but he allowed it.
“Just my wife Ma’am.”
“Did you date her, your wife? Ya know take her out to those restaurants or the picture shows
on Fridays?’’
It was like she imagined love could be mapped out to things like restaurants and opened
doors. He didn’t have the time, or quite frankly the spare cash, to do such things.
“She lived next door Ma’am. I saw her on my way to help my father in the mornings. She
would be in the garden. She is very good with plants. The house would be covered in all sorts of
flowers, especially lavender. It broke her heart when she could not have lavender all year round. we
all need things to remind us of home every once in awhile. Forgive me Ma’am, I am stepping out of
my place.”
“That’s alright. I had a swate-heart back home like that. until I met Scott soon,” she paused. “I
was just a chil’ back then.”
“We are all still children merely pretending we are not as scared as we are Ma’am”
“Quit calling me Ma’am!”
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“Sorry.”
She smiled, her red lips finally coming apart to breathe for moments. “Your wife, is she
pretty?”
“She is the most beautiful woman I have ever met, and I do not know how I would live without her.” He knew how it sounded, in Portuguese it would not have sounded any better.
“I wish Scott sayd that about me. Nah, he’d probably tell ya I was the easiest girl to mare.
Then he does all this leavin me and goin to the Mayfair at crude hours of the night when he goddamn knows we have to be back in time for Christmas dinner cause he promised his Mama therd by
dinner and dinner needs cookin and it takes a mighty long time to get all the way back to Long Island and cook dinner and sit Scott down for a while so he sobers up and goddamit he sayed he’d be
here by now!” She did not bother covering her rage. “Sometimes I wish I’da stayed home and been
someone else, somethin’ other than the goddamn lawyers’ wife!”
She gasped, immediately pressing her hand to her mouth as if she could undo what words had
just came out.
“No. That’s not right. I didn’ mean that. I love Scott. He loves me. He’ll be back soon I know
it. He musta forgotten his watch. He musta lost it. He’ll come back soon.”
They both look at the chandelier, preying it would change something.
“The flowers on the desk. They’re wilting. You need new flowers.”
“I suppose they are. Flowers don’t live long in December Ma’am.”
“No. No they don’t,” she chuckles to herself.
He checked his watch, as if the time was the most important matter in the room. “It’s Christmas morning Ma’am.”
“Is it really now? Already?”
They both paused, she glanced down at the bags at her feet and tucked an auburn thendral behind her ear before continuing.
“I suppose....”
“Yes Ma’am?”
“Could you , uh, git the bags please?”
He studied her defeat, feeling a twinge of regret, but it would be out of his place, there would
be rules he would never understand.
“Of course Ma’am.”
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As I Wait
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